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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

The 1974 'Amendments to Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary

EducatiOn" Act iincluded a provision..to fund State Educaition Agencies

(SEAs) to."coordinate technical assistanceto local Title VII programs.".

Within this overall mission, however, the provisions were left

'.relatively unrestrictive regarding what-SEAs could or should do.

. ...

The Rules and. Regulations, published in November, 1980;1 provide f

teisting of thiactivities SEAs are authorized.to.conduct and are listed

low. Changesin.allowable activities, as published in the Federal

Register-Aprill 1984, are also noted below. .

Disseminatd information pertaining to bilingual education.

Coordinate assistance to LEAs. in developing-budget and funding
strategies.

.-Coordinate assistance to'mprove the assessment and use of

curriculum materials.

Disseminate information that will assist personnel funded under
the act to meet state certification requirements (resiCinded in 34
CFR Part 503, April, 1984).

. .

.

Coordinate the evaluation of the effectiveness of bid ingual

education programs.

Coordinate assistance to improve the quality of instruction and
management. of bilingual education programs.

Coordinate the selection and use of language proficiency meadulie-
went instruments.

le Coordinate assistance to improve the quality and teduce .the costs
of bilingual education data-gathering actiditiesArescinded in 34
CFR Part 503, April, 1984). (This activity could be included as
an ,extra. activity if approved in advance, as noted in Last item

below.)

vii
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Coordinate the development of assessment .procedure& to determine
LEA personnel training needs.

Review grant.applications and 'grantee. performance of (bilingual
eattation) elementary and' sec6ndary school programs within the
state to determine need for coordination of technical assistance

*new activity, 34 CFR Part 503.1b(f),.in 1984).

Provide nondegree training to increase. the skills of SEA

.personnel, in carrying out their responsibilities. (new activity,
34.CFR Part.503.10(0).

Perform (After activities approved, in .advance by the 'Secretary'"

that are designed to further the coordination of technital

assistance provided,.

In 1983, the U.S. Department of Education contracted with SRA

IechnologiesitocOnduct a study of, SEA practices. The objectives of the

study were to (a) describe and Analyze SEA policies and activites

regarding biling4a1 education, (i) describe and analyze the SEA7level

management. structure for the coordination of technical assistance, an4

(c) provide information on technical management and assistance ACtiVi.

ties which the Department.may use in order to help SEA.grantees assiet

local schools in building their capacity to provide bilingualeducation

services to language-minority students. The contract-called for (a)

cqnducting a review of pertinent literature, (b) analyzing Title VII

grant applications submitted by SEAs, and (c) developing case studies of

the implementation of Title VII SEA grants in nine states. Based on

data from the applications and extensive on-site interviews in nine

statee,,thelfollowing discussion highlights.thelindings of the study.

Allocation and Disttibution of Title VII SEA Grant Funds

(.

The amount of. an SEA's*Title VII grant for coordinating 'technical

assistance i determined by 'criteria' listed in the Tittle VII. regula-

tions. SEA is' eligible for an amount up to 5% of .the Title VII

grants received by the local education agencies (LEA.) within the

state_ . The size of individualgrants ,to..SEie is roughly proportional to

the states' enrollmoAt, of LEP stOdepts,, although states with large(

5.4 ,,,Vic...1dIL
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percentages of LEP students tend. to receive smaller - 'than - proportional

grants4.

Total funding. , for SEA projects for coordinating. technical

assistance was $4,445,825 for fiscal year 1981, with 43,SEAs receiving

funding. In-fiscal year 1982, the amount was. $4,663,942,' with 42 SEAS

participating.. In 1983 42 SEAS received a total, of $3,820,915.1

Some of the states receiving SEA grants for coordinating technical

assistance alio receive Title VII grafts to train SEA personnel. SEAS

may also apply for federal assistance from .sources other than Title

VII. Funds from the Refugee Asiiivance Act, Title .IVof the -Civil

Rights Act, the:Vocational Rehabilitation Act, and Chapter 1 of the

Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act maypierefore supplement

the SE.W.bilingual education budgets. State funding is alio frequently

availableg. We found that, to a large extent; funding.fromthese sourtss

is commonly used for the same SEA activities that are funded by the

Title VII'grants for coordinating technical assistance.

SEA Use of Title VII Grant Funds

The regulator language associated with Title VII SEA. grants
%A

'encourages SEAS .to Coordinate the technical asiistance prOvided by other

agencies such as Bilingual- Education Multifunctional. Support °-Centers-

(BEMSCs).- .ROwever, without exception, personnel in the :nine SEAS

visited .for this study also_Jct as providers of technical assistance.

They reported that their highest professional priority is to answer the

questions and fill the needs of the LEAs. 1 All nine SEAs respond to

requests by. providing technical assistance whenever they have.,the
.

capacity (el:, time, resources). ,The use. of BEMSCs is most often.

reserved for long-term commitments such as Staff training or for areas

of technical assistance where the SEA lacks the expertise or resources.

ix .1



Legislative authority. State laws requiring services for language-
,

minority studehts determine the type and extent of services LEP students

will recisi;m., Itates 'without legislationmay aaomplish.the same ob-
-.

jective through state board policy or through individual LEA initiatiye.

State fiscal appropriations for bilingual education services and state

bilingualc)education teacher certification requirements are two.addi-

- tional factors that define the scope and quality of services that a

state will

Washington,

legislation

provide. Presently, of the 57 SEAs (i.e.v. 50 states,

dic

D.C., and six extra-state jurisdictions), 16 have state.

which mandate special services for LEP students; 10 have'

laws permitting such services, and 30 do not have -any laws relevant to

providing sdrvices to LEP 'students. One state his legislation which

prohibits the use ,of any language other than Engiish for instruction in

a4 schools,- private, public, or parochial.

SEA capacity. The availability ,of linancial support is a crucial

aspect of SAk. capacity. .Often, a Title VII' grant will enable a' state to

'establish,a biling9a1 education program office that might not have

existed otherwise. This point is particularly true with SEAs that:do
4

not have state, legislation requiring special services for LEP,students.

Similarly, the numberand quality of staff can be.4ritically affected by

the presence or Absence of a Title VII grant.- Finally, as reported by

SEA people interviewed, 4 Title VII grant can.lend an SEA's bilingual

education. program office the credibility it needs to promulgate policy,

and. provae leadership on a statewide basis.

Issues That Appear To Merit Legislative or Regulatory Attention

Allocation of funds.. - The nature of the funding formula for,, SEA

grants provides.a strong incentive for SEAS to help school districts

apply for Title VII grants because, to the extant that these Title VII

applications are successful, the SEA receives increased funding.

Although this mai not be' a.legttimate activity, it is not surprising

that workshops on proposal preparation are being conducted using Title

VII SEAm grant monies'.
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Titled 'VII administrative prociedures. Many SEA staff members

questioned the value of_ &submitting liroposals for SEA. grants. They

4 perceive that funding amounts are awarded by a formula ratherthan

according to the substantive merits of the proposals. Although this

perception ,is not entirely accurate (some.LEAs receive less than the

full 5Z) SEA staff expresse d .the opinion ,that the processes of

devel*ing and evaluating proposals appear to be wasteful of scarce

a

resources.-

&it review of SEA :appliAtions'indicated. that they aroClargely pro

11

forma documenti. Because the system for awarding the grants is per-

teimed as highly-formalized, SEAsybelieve there is little incentke. for

them to express creative ideas or propose 'innovative activities.

However, we did. not have an opportunity to olperve the negotiations that
,

precede grant0 .awards and it is possible that proposed activitieaveigh*.

more heaVily in this process than the SEAS recognize.

Service delivery. The ser;Zthes that SEAs actually deliver under

Title VII diffbr in two important aspects from. those that appear to

encourged by the program regulations. First, SEA- persbnnel reported.

that they consider' their clients to be all school districts that enroll

LEP students even though many of the specific activities. mentioned in

the regulations suggest that they serve "programs of bilingual educattt6

fUnded under the Act"(1.e.,.Title:VI/). A se6ond important departure

from one interpretatain of the regulations is that the SEAs use their

grants to provide technical assistance, not just to coord,inate it. The

extent to.which they. provide assistance varies (apparently according to

th# size of the grant), but, in our-sample, SEAs did more provision than

coordination of assistance.

Oversight responsibilities. SEA staff,members indicated that they

would like to see statutory and regulatory, changes (that would give them

plater authority over funding decisions for, local applications and

greater responsibility for monitoritig.local program implementation. We

at

12
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judged ;his concern to' be well intentioned-and deserving of consider-

ationparticularly in view of the'10Ty lq.mited monitoring that OBEMLAe

*
is currently able to proyide at the local ,

level. '

The rules and regulations, published in the Federal Regis;er on

April 9, 1984; authorize SEAs to revisw LEA projects, but. *only "for the

purpose of deteriining the ne,e9i to lordlnate tschnica aieistance to

thelte programs." SEA reopponde s. voiced a desire for a pore'eubstantive
*

role in project monitoring:a iviies.

Nt

Federal guidance for SEA.. Several interviewees expressed a wish'

for more frequent contact wish OBEMLA. They would like to be more

promptly informed of the Title VII grants to local diltricts in their

states than they have been in recent years.* While they. know %rhich LEAs

submitted --application °tor funding (since review of applicatiOns'r is a.

required SEA activay), they claim they learned about .whit LEAs were

soccessful through "the grapevine,"'.soisetimes never receiving official

notification. Final negot ted contract amounts and other details had

EAs. SEA. 'also wished that they would be

monitoring visits to districts in their

30e extensive feedback from OBEMLA on their

to be obtained from the

better informed of .04

states, and would welcomp

own performance.

Grant versus contract funding of support centers. The recent shift.

from BESCs, funded by grants, to SEW', futided by contracts, hae

occasioned many problems. At present, the BEMSCa can only provide

.serviges.explicitly defined in their contracts. They cannot conduct

workshops, for example, on. topics that have emerged as new areas of

need-unless cpey go to the trouble of1bta.ining latmal'modificftions in

their contracts. This lack of fle bility reduced the usefulness of

BEMSCS 4as assistance providers, according to our SEA informakts. How,"

ever, singe BEM$Cs are in their first year of operation, the,alidity of

this judgment Milking to be tested.

.
.

. , -I ."'
.`

'" '` .`
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IP

. Differential fiscal support. Fiscal suppOrt for SEAS is'cUrrently
,

based on a simple percentage of the'LEA grknts in the state. This type

of Title VII support clearly. favors sates that.,have large numbers of

LXA,"grantke The April,,W84, regulations state: "The.actual4mount to

.an SEA is based on the need to coordinate technical assistanielmovided

by other agencies." However, this statement is preceded by "within this

limit c5?; of the total amount, paid to' LEAs) States with few LEA

grants receive. too Tittle money to mount comp hensive efforts. Par-

ticularly in states where there is little stet level commitment to the
IP,

education ,of LEP.students,'some minima fun4tng level is.requiTed to

reach the "critical mass" where kn appropriate lok4s !). of services can be

provided. .

This argument was vpiced'most strongly by SEA personnel in 'states

"thkt receive less than $25,000 for. coordinating 'technical. assistance.-
, -

However, their perception of need extends beyond coordinating-technical'

assistance to elementary and secondary schoold thaj are-carrying.out or

0 Proposing to carry out ptograms bilingual education assisted under

the 'Act. The comison perception of the functipn of SEA Bilingual

c\Idncation Offices is to coordinate and to provide technical assistance
.

.

to. all schools that may request thel.r services., This perception is

shared by' most SEA perste]. 'interviewed during the course of this

study.

.1*

J
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I. CliJECTIVES.01 THE STUDY

In 1983 the U.S.. Deplipt4ent:oi, Education contracted with: SEA.

Technologies to conduct 'a study of stare educational agency (SEA)

practices under Title VII grants to. SEAS for coordinating technical

_assistance. With these grants, SEAS are. -authorized to coordinate

assistance to local projects in the field 'of bilingual education that

receive funds under Title VII. The objectivesof. the 'study, as they.

appeared in the Statement of Work, were as foil

(a) To describe And analyze SEA polici and activities regarding

bilingual education, including asynthesis of 0e most salient

provisions of current state legislation and Its relation to

federal,legIslation that. addresses language- minority i.imited-

English-proficient.(LM-LEP) students (ESEA Title VII, Title I,

e4c.).

(b) To describe and analyze the SEA -level management structure

which has been implemented as a result of Title VII grants to

respectiOe SEAs, including the SEAs' personnel, technical

assistance knowledge base, methods of delivering technical

assistance, budgetary expenditures (e.g., use of -federal and

other funds), and information dis4semination structures.

(c) To provide information.on technical management and assistance

activities which the Department may use in order, to help SEA

grantees to assist local schools to build their capacity to

provide bilingual education services to LM/LEP students.

The remainder of this report coMprises six sections. These

sections describe activities undertaken to conduct the study, relevant

aspects of, the Title VtI program background, the state legislative

cofitext for. Title VII-funded SEAS, the allocation and use of SEA funds

under Title VII, our analysis of study findings, and implications of our

results.

`'
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II. .STUDY ACTIVITIES

r

To meet these objectives, the Department of Educition asked SRA and

its subcontractor, Policy Studies Associates, to (a) conduct a review of

Pertinent literature,,(b) analyze Title VII grant applications submitted

by SEAs, and (c) develop case studies of the implementation of Title VII 4

SEA-. grants in nine states. This study was not intended to identify

"promising practices" nor to evaluate the effectiveness of SEA. activ-

ities under Title VII..

This section of the report describes the activities we carried out

in Ais study. It discusses the methods used and notes the limitations

associated with them.

4

Literature Review.

This study began with a search for literature pertaining to SEA

activities in bilingual education. The efforts included reviewing

existing bibliographies on bilingual education, conducting searches of

computerized libraries and abstracting serviced, and examining the

contents of bilingual education texts and journals.

The review of literature produced little that could be used in this

study. Most of the sources generated.by computerized'searches dealt

with the general topic of state vs. federal authority or: with court

cases that have had an,impaCt on the field of bilingual education. Most

materials dealing with SEAS were either dated or not directly relevant

to the study's focus... For example, State Education Agencies and

Language-Minority Students, published by the National Center;for Educa-

tion Statistics in 108, while informative; contains data from 1914.475

and does not deal with Title VII-flinded SEA activities. Similarly, Sup-

porting Volume III of A Programs in

entitled Inventory of Bilingual Education provisions. in State Legis-

lature, prepared by Development Associate., Inc.' in 1977, is now dated..

2



Two sources were useful, however. The Center for Applied Linguis-

tics' tSeri..a_.__÷._......__......_g.",BilinalEatictiothecurrentstatueofBmrtth

.Education Legislation (Gray, Convery & Fox, 1981) contains a review of

state legislative specifications. A more current publication --used

extensively in this study--wai Guide to State Education. Agencies

1981-82,. published. by the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual

Education.

Review of SEA Grant Applications

We reviewed all SEA applications for Titlit VII grants for coordi-

nating technical assi ante in 1983-84. For SEAs in their second or

third year,of funding der one grant, the. 1.981-82 and 1982-83 applica-

tions Were'reviewe4. Also reviewed were files from a'1982 Monitoring

Instrument for Revi of State Education Agency Projects, conducted by

OBEMLA. Most of the information provided by SEAs in this survey was

also found .in their Title VII grant applications. Findings of our

analysis were reported in detail in an earlier. report submitted to

OBEMLA, An Analysis of SEA Title VII Grant *plications. and Related

Documents, February 15, 1984. Highlights of that report appear in this

. volume.

Two instruments were deyeloped for, the purpose of 'collecting

information from the applications% The first, "SEA Title VII Grant

Application Information Retrieval Fora," was designed top document SEA

activities: A second instrument was designed to document state

legislative requirements and teacher- certification criteria; however,

since very few state applications included information on these topics,

this instrument could no be used in our review.

Although the.grant applications served their intended purpose of

demonstrating that the applicants should receive funding; they were not

ideally suited to this study's purposes. Applicants were not required

to provide comprehenbive descriptions of the activities they would carry

3
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out under Title VII funding. Therefore, SEAs may be doing many things

that they did not mention in their applications, and they may not be

doing some of the things that they did mention. Nevertheless, the

applications provided at least a rough idea of SEA activities and

priorities.

The information collected frourSEA grant applications was analyzed

by (a) level of funding under this.program, (b) 'number of LEP students

in the state, and (c). type of state legislation. Analysis by the first

variable, level of funding, also provides aclose- approximation of the

results that. would be obtained In an analysis by total level of Title
,-..

VII funding (basic and demonstration grants) gor school districts in the

state, since the SEA typically receives a. grant amounting to 5% of the

total, of local grants. Similarly, the analysis by total LEP enrollment'

in the state approxi tee the results that would be obtained by focusing

on Title VII Basic G ts prof t Shrollments.

:Analysis by ylpr of. SEA

since SEAs -reCepe
r

litants for periods of one,
t

1983, when 42 SEAs received grants, 20 SEAS received

two SEAs were in the first year of two -year awards; -one was in the

second year of a two-year award; six are.in the first.year of three-year

Znam operation was also

two, or

collidered,

three years. In

one-year awards;

awards; six in the second of three; and seven in the final year of

three-year awards. These states are identified in Appendix A. However,

.year. of SEA program operation is not a critical factor affecting SEA

activities, as ste type of legislation, level of funding, and number .of

LEP students.

Nine SEA Case Studies

The last and most' intensive phase of data gathering for this study

was a series of site visits to. SEAs to coallect first-hand information

bn their activities, priorities, and ,needs. The Office of Bilingual.

Education avid Minority Languages Affairs selected the nine SEAS that

's!
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were to be studied. The nine SEAs, as awhole, eUcompaesed the

following characteristics:

high, medium, and low level of Title VII funding;

high, medium and low numbers of LEP students;
1 ` . .

states with mandatory, permissive,, or no bilingual education

legislation; j

local'education agency (LEA) bilingual programs for a variety of

ethnic groups (e.g., Puerto Ricans, Cubans, Mexican-Americans,

French, Greeks, Vietnamese, Native 'Americans, Laotians,

Cambodians); and

inclusion of various geographical areas of the',United:States.

The SEAs voluntarily participated in the study, and other SEAs

expressed. a desire to be included. 'Due to funding and scheduling

restrictions, no additional SEAs. could be accommodated.

Before the site visits began, a standard outline was d voloped. for

the case studies, indicating.what,information-should be collected across

the states. All the researchers participated, in a two-day workshop

dealing with- the study's objectives and the use of the case'study

outline. Each of the nine SEAs was visited by a two-member team' of

researchers. Interviews were conducted with the State Superintendent or
. ,

Associate Superintendent; the director of the state biltngual education- ...

, .

office; his or her entire professional staff; his or tier immediate 'i
.

'.

supervisor; and the heads of cooperating departments such as evaluation,

migrant education, or refugee programs.

^7

Two LEAs in each state were visited, Ober. possible, to ask local
. .

bilingual education program directors about their interactions with the

SEA. ln the two states that have only one Title VII LEA program each

(Virginia and Kansas), that LEA was visited. Li some cases, interviews

with LEA staff were conducted by telephone.
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'"--lach SEA had an

with its activities.

the final case study

opportunity to comment on a draft report dealing

The SEAs' comments have been used' in developing
,.

epcirts that .constitute Volume II.of this-document.

Limitations of the Study
p.

The study has certain, limitations as an investigation of the

activities of SEAs 'under Title,VII-funded Programs of technical assis-

tance coordination. First, as mentioned above, the SEA applications

reviewed do not include all that an SEA may 4o. Second, while the

..-informatiOn collected and reported in the case studies is much more

comprehensive,readers are cautioned attainst generalizing in a quark

titative,way to .all SEAS. By design, the SEAs selected for-this study.

represent,a' variety of characteristics. Thus, a pattern observable in,

say, six of the nine SEAs Mould not necessarily be found intivy-thirds

of all funded SEAs. However, the diversity-of the SEAS visited does

mean that generalizations drawn from all, of them are likely to hold true

across much of the program.

ci

Finally, this study has not been an evaluation of the quality of

services the SEAs provide. The SEAs' evaluation reports generally

ddcument that the proposed activities were carried out, but few, if any,

deal, with the quality of these aC-eivities. SEAs claim not to have the

resources to conduct evaluations that would measure the effects of their

activitieS.

p.
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III. PROGRAM BACKGROUND

Civil Rights and Title VII

The'educational'inequities facing national origin/minority group

sttiderits were dtposed to public scrutiny by a series of reports done by

the Office for Civil Rights in the late 1960s. Evidence. of discrimina-
,;

*rton against langUage-minority students in the nation's public school

systems was documented. Extreme dropout rates, high grade retentions,

thousands ofand a severe academic lag

language-minority students.

characterized hundreds if

The Civil Rights Act of I964i Title VI, stilted that:

No person in the' United States shall, on the grounds

of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected. to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) began conducting'compliance reviews

And issued, on May 25, 1970, a memorandum (HEW, 35 FR 11595) to clarify

.how Title VI applied to national origin/minority students. This

memorandum stated that:

When ability to speak and understand the English
language' excludes national origin-minority group

children from effective participatiop in the

educational program offered -by a school district,
the district must take affirmative steps to rectify
the language deficiency in order to open its
instructional program to these stndents.

A conclusive lbgal civil rights proclamation addressiiat the ''rights to
_ -

equal education of Language...minority students was Midi- 'by. the U.S.-

Supreme Court's decision of 1974 known as Lau vs. Nichols.. This

unanimous decision said:

g.
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There is no equality of treatment merely b
studenfs with the same facilitiei, textbooks,

teachers, and curriculum; for students WhO.do not
understand English are effectively foteclosed from
any meaningful education..

The federal,government, through the Department of Education, became

directly involved in the education of nationalorigin minority students.'

when in 1968 the Bilingual Education _Act was passed as Title VI/ of the'

Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Title VI/ provides funds for

teacher training, basic and demonstration grants to ItEAs,develoOment

and dissemination of bilingual instructional materials, and the

maintenance of a technical assistance network. Funding has ranged from

$7.9.million in 1969 to $158.6 million in 1981, with $139.3 miliion

beidg proposed for fiscal year 1985.

Title VII Authority

The 1974 Title VII amendments included a provision to fund SEAS.

The reelations specifying what SEA. may do;with Title VII funding have

bein *relatively unrestrictive, within the .overall mission of\ coordi

nating assistance to .local programs of bilingual education funded by

Title 'VII. SEAS have' been allowed .t0 engage in one or mare of the
. ,

tcalweidig activities or to conduct "other activities approved in advance

by the. Secretary as designed to further 'coordination of technical

assiiiadce to programs of bilingual education funded under the act" (34

qt.Patt 503.100) , November, 1980; April, 1984):

.

Disseminate information pertaining" to bilingual education.

Coordinate assistance to LEA, in developing budget and funding
. .

strategies.

Coordinate dial stance to improVethe assessment and use

curriculum materials.

Disseminate information

the act to meet eta

that will assist pereohnel. funded under

certification rluirements (rescinded in 34

CFR Part 503, April, 1984)

ar

8.
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Coofdinate , e evaluation ,of the effectiveness
, 4.

education prrigiams. .

of bilingual. .

.1

Coordinate assistance to improve the quality of instruction and

managernent of bilingual educa40 Orograms.

Coordlinate the selection and use of language proficiency measuie-

ment instruments.

Coordinate assistance to improkve the quality And reduce the costs

of bilingual education data-gathering activities (rescinded in 34

CFR Part 503, April, 1984). (This activity could be included as

an extraSctivity, if, approved in advance,as noted in Wit item

below.)

Coordinate the development of assessment procedures determine

LEA personnel training needs.-

Review grant applications and grantee performance of (bilingual

education) elementary and secondary school programs within the

state to determined need for coordination of technical assistance

(new activity,. 34 CFR Part. 503.10(f), in'1984):

Provide nondegree training to increase the skills of SEA

'peVsonnel carrying out their responsibilities (new activity,

14 CFR Part 503.10(0).

Perform other activities approved in advance by the Secretary.

.that are designed. to further the coordination of technical

assistance provided.

State education agencies have the liberty to choose the coordi-

nating activities that meet their states' needs best. . Amopg the

important determinants Or these needs is the existence or Absence of

state legislation requiring or permitting particular, .types of

A educational projects for language-minority udents. Accordingly, a

review of state legislation was part of this atudy, and the findings of.

.'that.review are -presented.ln----the-sectiOn
.

that follows. .:.

9
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IV. SATE LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT. FOR TITLE VII-FU6ED'SEAs
4!.

..,

Although .a bilingual Kogram may be federally funded and;ftiloW:
)

federal policies, it must still abide by state laws. .Sinte',0thiTiol
. . .

districts must folloi both federal and state regulations .Arhen

implementing bilingual programs, the areas of congruence Oeditterence

between federal,and state laws are important. ,
'

State laws governing bili6gual education prograte# shariCtwogpalst

(a) to. develop 'English language skills, ind (b) to provideeneq4al'

educational opportunity to.LM/LEP students, They differ, r owever, 11C.-

types program options local districts may provide,- lang4age-

essment requirements, teacher qualification requiremente,'
*.

funding, aid' other areas.
P .

,

o indiate the diversity of legislation among sdetew.,.;this 4ecti

presents a discussion of legislative requirements pertaining t

bilingual education components. These components are: (a) instruction,

(b) staffing, "(c) parent/community involvement, and (d) funding" and

,oversight. An overview of all states' legisfativp requirements, as they
,

pertain 'to minority language student evaluation, is found' th Appendix W.

The information summarized in this appendix was obtained from Guide to

State Education Agencies 1981-82 (1982), published by the National

Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, and Bilingual Education Series

#9: The Current Status of Bilingual Education Legislation: (Gray,

Convery & Pox, 1981)

Instruction

State bilingual . education legislation is characterized as

mandatory, permissive, or prohibitory. States explicit14 mandate,

.permit, or prohibit biltngualeducation, of have no statutes defining

their role. in bilingual education.. Currently, 12 states and one U.S..

territory have legislation that .mandates bilingual-education; another "12

. .
k

. 10
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.Atites:and one U.S. 'territory have legislation that permits it. Twenty-

five .states,, ..the. District of Columbia; and four territories have. nq

statutes regarding bilingual' education. One state (West Virginia)

prohibits. teaching in.a language other'than'English.
4

Instructional Approach

A wide variety of instructional programs is mandated or *emitted

_by' state ..statutes. These include transitional- bilingUal education,

Englishas a second language (ESL), immersion, and language maintenance

programs.-

Twenty -two- states and two U.S. territories have legislation for

transitional bilingual education programs. These include the 12 states

and one U.S. territory that mandate bilingual education. In a transi-

tional program, LK/LEP students receive instruction in their native

language and are also taught English language skills. Once they achieve

proficiency in English, they are placed in English-only classes.

Thirteen 'of the states with transitional bilingual programs also

have legislation for ESL programs. In an ESL program, the student is

seuet English -. grammar and sometimes communication skills as well.

SouthDakota, which has permissive bilingual education legislation,.has"

a pro4ision for English language mastery (oral .and written communica-

tions).

Another state with permissive bilingual education (Rhode Island)

.has s provision for immersion programs in addition to transitional and

,ESL.programs. In an immersion program, English is the main language :of

instruction. Students' acquisition of English langUage skiffs is

'emphasized over first lang4ge development. . .

#\
11.
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a
'`Alaska (with mandatory blolingual -education legislation) has a

provision for4olanguage maintenance programs in4dition to transitional

and iSL programs. A- Language maintenance program includes first

language development, "second language acquislition, and subject matter

development .in both the first and `second languages. 'Utah and Naw Mexico

(yith permissive bilingual education 'legislation) have provisions for

language maintenance programs in addition to transitional and ESL

programs, American Samoa, which permits bilingual education, has a

provision for language maintenance programs-tft addition to transitional

programs.

Nine states and, wo U.S. .territories have a provisidn for the

1inclusion of a culture component. seven of these states and one U.S.

territory,:have mandatory'bilingual education legislation.. Two other

states (Iowa anikMichig5, both with mandatory legislation) .haire a

provision for multicultural edUcation. Bilingual education programs.

with a Multi'cultural components encompass instruction on the customs and

history of the target language minority, groups.
so

California, Alaska, and Wisconsin,'states that mandate bilingual

education,' as well as Oregon and Utah, have provisions requiring the

development of an utline of methodology for program implementation.

The five states re tare:, their school distriCts to outline various

combinations of (a) t goals and objectives of the bilingual programs,

(b) the ctiterial,:cor entering and exiting a bilingual program, (c)

student/teacher ratios, (d)* description of the services planned for

LM /LEP students, (e) teacher/staff requirements and qualifications, (f)

staff training, (g) material requirements, (h) community. participation;

(i) student assessient, and (j) evaluation of the bilingual program.

.

Student Assessment

Once schools have identified students with a primary languaie'ither,

than English, the-next step is. to determine, their Englishspinficihucy.'

12
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is141.feeg10. 04 one 11.8:-..territ,40r,:':require the determination -.Of LEP
. , .

atatuir. '', Of theie, ,nine'14,41&44,' and one .113. territory mandate bilingual

4.,education..'.'*14n-Enilish!dapeetr.4.4itOdents are more .-easily" iddetified

fthanLItystuddets. 'In the case of IER.--students, liegutstie,..CUltural,
- . -... ._.%... ......,,, , i4,-

..., . .

. and academic 'considerations are used. These include' criteria such as
. .

..betet-\7O.;:lturaLly'_;.dif'ferent;". performing .poorly

curriculiiii, or fal34.4 below .a certain percautile on

..standaidized .ach4148:410; test.' ,

in the' mainstream

an 8hg3.isti language

Twelve states require tests fqr . :determining students', eligibility
)i.

to enter a bilingual program and *to assess whether progress : Is suffi

cient to,warrant transfer into an English-only claserood. tf these,

seven, states mandate bilingual-education. Utah,. which permits,biiingual

education, requires that students. be tested only when ,..entering a
is

bilingual program. Michigan (40 mandatory bilingual legislation) has

a ptevision for atudeits to exit the piOgram at the end of three years.

School districts ,generally *use state-designated instruments or other

district-approved instruments 03 assess LM/LEP atutdantsyknglish- pro-

ficiency.

standing;

'assessment

Assessment of English language proficiency includes under -

speak reading, smd writing. Most states reqUire'only the

of students' listening and speaking ability in English,

although many experts would.argue'that determining whether e,sAident

ready to exit from a program is best;accomplished when.all ability areas

are measured.

Classroom Composition

Ten states, seven with vmandatom bilingual education legisiation,

prohibit student segregation'. One such state, California, stipulates
I.

the lollowillg about bilingual classrood composition: !Not more than

two-thirds nor less than one-thild of the pupils-shall-44a pupils of

limitedj.EngliSh-proficiency"-(Gray, Convery, b pox, 1981, p. 29).
b
Other

audintsare.to be fluent-in,English-i-in fact, they may include' students

whose primary'language is English, Ten states dine with mandatory
I ,

1), .

13
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bilingual education legislation, stipulate voluntary partiCipatioliof

monolingual English speakers.. These states, however, specify that

priority be given' to LEP students. The educational- treatment of

English- speaking students in bilingual programs is statbd in general

terms in bilingual education statutes. Cross-cultural understanding

among. Li-LEP and fluent English speaking,(FEP) students' and proficiency

in a second language by PEP student* are two common goals of programs'

which permit the participation of English proficient students. _

Bilingual Teaching Staff '

1
Most states prescribeominieum

some cases, for other' staff

traiots, counselors) participating

Is

standards for bilingual teachers and,
ti

(e.g., instructional itides, adminis

in bilingOal program*, Eleven

have .established *pacific certification requirements for

classroom teachers:

Massachusetts, Michigan,

Wisconsin'. Of these,

education legislation

Teachers

credentials. In addition, most states. require. teachers to Alaye a

bilingual-croescultural. certifiiate or a credential in *lingual

edueation.. Teachers.mustc'elao.demonstrate proficiency in the student's' .,

primary language,. familiarity' with the cultUral her tags. of the LM/LEP.

students, and knowledge. of bilingual educatian.teach methods. Where

:Alaska, California, Conne

Metico-and'NeW York have pe sbive bili

states

bilinguii

linois,

and

gual

'New Jersey, New /Mexico , New

It
in biliigial,pograms generally hold regular teaching

there is a shortige of qualified teachers, t

allows for exemptions and encourages innovative

ha legislation' generally
.

approaches such as, team

teaching.

Because 'a lack of qualified bilingual teachers' .proyl

establishing. bilingual'education erograme, most stitis' have de

legislative 'provisions for staff training.- Six states halle legislation

that provide nancial assistance to develop bilingual staff,:

f.

) 'r
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Arizona, California, Illinois, Texas, and Utah. Of these, Arizona and

Utah have permissive bilingual education legislation.

Staff training varies ilmethods, content, and expected outcomes.

Such training, may...be an in-service ,training workshop, a classroom'

demonstration in an exemplary program, an institute, or a' degree

program. Bilingual teacher aides, for example, are to be provided the
, 4 . .

oopportunity.. to
.

enroll in a career ladder program leading to a teaching

credential or certificate of competence in bilingual education.

Massachusetts, ,which mandates bilingual education, has a provision for'

paym.

,01)-'

of outside tuition costs d/or out-of-district transportation

cos .

00 Massachuaetts and Wisconsin have specific requirements for

adminittrators of. bilingual programs. Generally, administratorcneed to-

be certificated bilingual teachers and possess the experience and skills

needed to oversee the operation of a district's bilingual program.

v

Parent /Community Involimment

Fourteen states and one U.S. territory have provisions for parent/

community involvement in bilingual programs. Of these, nine states and

the one territory mandate bilingual education. State statutes stipulate

that committees be established at the district or schwa level to

provide a vehicle for parent and commu

:i

y participation in bilingual

prograMs.' Committee members as, eith ,elected ,or appointed. Some

states have specific provisions for committee membership; 'for example,

that, committees are to consist primarily of parents of children in

bilingual programs. Generally, parent/community committee members

participate it all. levels of, the bilingual program: planniiig,

implementition, and'evaluation. Districts, in turn, may be required to

provide adult eduCation programs for the parents and community members.

15



Arizona, Iowa, Massachusetts, and.Utah have provisions for the use

of community coordinatois. Generally,'community, coordinators serve as a

liaison between the community'and the school.

Thirteen state( and one U.S. territory require parental consent for

the enrokiment of students in bilingual programs.. Of these, nine states

and the oneterritorymandate bilingual 'education.

Funding and Oversight

Sixteen states have legislation that makes state funds available

for bilingual instructional programs. Of these, nine mandate bilingual

education. State funds may be used for the following purposes: the

employment of.bilingualteachers and instructional aides; purchasing and

developing bilingual teaching, materials; in-= service' training for

teachers, aides, and parents; health services\ provided to students;

census of LEP students; and bilingual program evaluation.

Eleven states, nine of which mandate bilingual education, requite

that bilingual education legislation be enforced. School districts are

to comply `with state statutes and with the requirements of state, or.

federal categorical aid funds allocated on the basis of LEP educational

needs.

Nineteen states require yearly evaluation of students in bilingual

programs.

an annual

determines

Of these, 12 states mandate bilingual education. Generally,

evaluation assesses the educational needsiof LEP students and

the extent" to which their needs are being met.

Relationship Between State Legislation and SEA Title VII Grant Size

. Table 1 presents.the states acting the Title VII SEA grantees in

which. the state Legislatures have (a) enacted laws, requiring that LEP

students receive special services -geared to their' language-related

16
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needs or (b) approved the expenditure of state funds for such services.

In this'and several subsequent tables, states are Aholkin order of the

-size pf their SEA grant for coordinating technical assistance. To

permit comparison among states with, varying grant sized, we have

clustered states in four groups. States in Group 1 received 'grants

ranging from $861,446 to $495,613. Grants to Group 2 states ranged from

$14,.446 to $72,205. Grants to Group 3 states were $68,028 to $21,977.

Grchip 4 states had grants ranging from $17,739 'to $3,000.

Not surprisingly, given their sizeable LEP population the three

states in Group l'have all enacted laws and approved special funding.

In Groups 2 And 3 a little over half the states have enacted 11,

approved funding, or both. In Group 4, however, only 2 of. the 12 states

have taken either action.

Table 1

State Laws and State Funding Programs That Aid LEP Students
in States' Receiving Title VII SEA Grants

State

Requirement for Provision Availability of Special

of Special Services to State Funds for Services

LEP Studentsa to LEP Studentsa

Group 1:
New York X X

California X X

Texas X. X

Group 2:
Michigan
Arizona
Florida
Oklahoma
New Mexico
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Colorado
Montana

X

17
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Table 1 (continued)

State

Requirement'for Provision Availability of. Special

of'SpocialYServices to ,,State FUnds for Services

LEP Studentsa to LEP Studentsa

Group 3:
Louisiana
Illinois
Washington.

Hawaiip

Utah
Connecticut
South Dakota

Oregon
Tennessee
Rhode Island . X

Ohio
Minnesota,
Alaska X
North"Carolina
itterto Ricb
Wisconsin X

Iowa ..X

Grou 4:

Indiana
Trust Territories
Wyoming
Maryland
Nevada,

Maine
Vermont .0
Idaho
Virginia
Kentucky
Kansas
Georgia

X

a

, X

aBased on data presented in "An Ana yeis of SEA Title VII Grant Applica-
tions and Related Documents" (Mo tain View, CA: SRA Technologies,

Inc., February/1984).

3
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V. ALLOCATION AND USE OF SEA FUNDS UNDER TITLE ELI

In this section, we present our findings,regarding the imOlementa-,

Lion of the program 'of StAlrants for coordinating technical.assistance..

First, we describe the allocation' of chose Title VII grants among SEAs,

highlighting the. relationship betwien grant size -and the size of the

state's LEP enrollment. Second, we report on the other lunds that SEAS

Use for purposes related to this prOgram. . Third, we present a descrip-

tion 'of the SEA activities carried out under the program. . This

description, beised on the review of grant applications and on the case

studies that appear in Volume II'of this report, includes discussion of.

the differences and similarities among SEAs in their aOtivitiesSonder

the program. The differences are analyzed further in the next section

of the report.

-

..
Allocation and-Distribution of Title VII SEA Grant Funds

The amount of an SEA's Title VII grant for coordinating.technical

assistance is determined by the amount of Title VII funds received by ,

the local education agencies (LEAs) within the state.' The. SEA grant

may equal up to 5% of the Title VII funds awarded to LEAs located within

the state's boundaries.

-
.

Table .2 presents the amountr-of the Title VII grints awarded-to

SEAS for coordinating technical assistance dliting the 1983-84 school

year. Recall that we have clustered states- in four groups according to

the size of their grants, 'als shown in this table'. :

'In this discussion, "states" will intlude U.S. territories,

possessions, and the District of. Columbia, since all are eligible to
receive Title VII SEA grants.

fr
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Table 2

States Receiving Title VII SEA Grants
for Coordinating Technical Assistance

State

Amount of
Title VII SEA Granta

Group 1:
New York $061,314

California 753,600

Texas" 495,613
2,110,527

Group 2:

Michigan 141,446

Arizona 124,241

Florida 102,110*

Oklahoma 91,434

New Mexico 88,793

Massachusetts 87,141

New Jersey 79,889

Colorado 78,827*

Montana 72,205

Proportion of
Title VII SEA Fundsb

22.5%
19.7

, 13.0
5.2ir

3.7

3.3
2.7
2.4

2.3
2.3

2.1

2.1

1.9

866,086 , TEIT

Group 3:
68,028*
65,350
59,850
55,189
,54,586

Louisiana
Illinois
Washington
Hawaii
Utah
Connecticut 53,262*

South Dakota 48,433

Pennsylvania 36,661

Oregon 35,459,

Tennessee 34,R2
Rhode Island , 31,281

Ohio 30.913

Minnesota 30,804

Alaska 27,824

North Carolina 24,004

Puerto Rico 23,079
,...,-
\

Wisconsin 22,639 \.

Iowa . .721AEL
23,961

20'

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.0
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6-

0.6
:lam

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Amount of , PropOption of

State Title VII SEA Granta . SEA Fundsb-

-Group 4:.

Indiana
Trust Territories
Wyoming
Maryland
Nevada
Maine

$17,739
17,370
14,294

. 1472
12,393
11,025

:).1).5%

.10.5
0.4
0.4

0.3

0.3

Idaho 7,852 0.2

Virginia 4,724 0.1

Kentucky
Kansas -- 4,174 . 0:1

Georgia 3,000 . 0.1

120,341 -MT
e

Total: $3,820,915

. ..

aAmount awarded for use in 1983-84 school year.

bInClicates each state's p9rcentage of total Title VII funds for' SEA'
coordination of technical assistance. No state exceeds the limit

specified in the regulations (5% of the total amount paid to LEAs
within the state).

In coluin 2, the figures from coluMn 1 have been converted. into-

percentages, indicating each state's share of Title VII SEA funds for

coordinating technical assistance. The most significant feature of.

these data is the concentration' of LEP students and Title VII SEA grant

funds in a handful of states. The three states with the largiit AEA

grants (Group 1) receive 55% of all SEA grant 'funds, and the 12 states

with the largest SEA grants (Groups 1 and 2) receive 70% of all SEA,

grant funds. At the other end of the list,' the 12 .states with the

smallest grants (Gioup 4) receive only 3rof.the total SEA grant funds.

21
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Other Funding Used to Augment SEA Budgets

Before describing., bow SEAS use their Title VII grants for

conducting technical' assistance, we should note that the use of these

grants. if typically coordinated with other SEA activities it bilingual

education,,,WhiCh draw on several funding, services. To the extent

feasible in this study, we have looked into the other funding available

to SEAs for purposes relited to this. program.

A subset of the states receiving SEA grants for coordinating

technical assistance also receive Title VII grants to train SEA

personnel. Table '3 shows the eight states receiving these grants. An

.
!examination of.these grant 'amounts doe's not indicate *any, particular

funding pattlrn among. the states' in our fout4groups. Indeed, the

largest SEA Araining grant ($111,744) goes to New York, which is the

state' receiving the largest SEA grant for .coordinating mphnical

assistance; an ^the second largest-grant ($95,616) goes to Indians, a

state included in Group 4 beCause of its smell ($17,739) 'SEA grant'for

coordinating_tsch!lOal assistance. Because the implementation of: the

SEA training grants has not been a particular focus of thie-:situdy; we

cannot report on.the implications of these allocations for the overall

pattern of Title VII. funding to SEAs.

The amount of money .SEA bilingual education offices receive from

all other sources was not documented in their grant Applications,' but we

gathered. data on this topic in the nine SEAs visited.' Table 4 Shows the

sources and amounts of- funding used in concert with Title VII grants.

We must caution, however,,, that in some cases SEA personnel lied- dif-
ficulty' sorting out the funding .sources and amounts earmarked for

bilingual education activities, since some SEA offices of bilingual

education have responsibility for refugee or ,desegregation concerns, ESL

and foreign .language education, migrant education, or educational

equity. It vas still more difficult for SEA personnel- to' distinguish

which funding "souices and amounts they use for Title VII -related

bilingualeducation act*ttiest



Table 3

States ReceivpgSEA Training Grints

State Amount'

Group 1:
New York $111,744

Group 2: .

New Jersey 43,217

Group 3:
1.14 Illinois 15-2,658...

Hawaii . 49,500

__ ______. ... _____.._ __OX...0$914. ...CC
35,100'

Alaska 19,600

Wisconsin 35,000*
.a. 201,858

;

Group 4:

Indiana 95,616

Total: $452,435

*includes carryover funds,

N
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Table, 4

SEA Fundipg Other Than Title VII

Ariiona

Connecticut

Florida

Kansas

Louisiana Refugee Assistance Act 2,340}

'. State , 32,000

Total: .. 34,340
,

New York Title IV 236,497

ihocational Rehabilitation 115,142

tate , 100,000

apter 1 116 1 7

Total:

Source of Funds Amount

- .

Title IV $110,000

State 60,09.0

Refugee Assistance Act 1,000

.Total: 1/1,006

State

State

25,000

director's salary

p

Virginia State 12,300

Washington State 1/3 dirietcir'i. salary

.1/3 .siecty.: salary.

Refugee Assistance Act FT.consurtant salary

Wisconsin State General Fund 1 professional position

4
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Description of SEA Use of Title VII Grant..Funds 0

, .

An expectation that SEAs receiving Title VII fundsreetriitiltheir

role:0 that of coordinating: activities (aas, opposed to: -prOtding

technidal assistance) and focus their services exclusive on-p#ograia
n

,

riCeiving Title VII.funds (orproposing.:tO 'CATFt out programs assisted

under the Act) would greatly limit the SEA20'.stature as perceived by
,,

their constituents. Of the 10 activities hated in .the iegUlations

\(April, 1984), seven start off with the word coordinating.. The three

exteptionsare:. (i) reviewing Vent 'applications, (b) providing non-

degree training to SEA personnel,- and (c) performing other activities

.:approved in advance. All 10 allowable activities make. reference to

.' "programs of 0.1ingual.education assistedundar'the Act" as'being the

.ricipients of SEA services.

The section on Service Delivery, page 60, makes reference to the

issue% of technical assistance provision versus coordination' from a

structural point of.view. Here the A.ssue is more. of a pragmatic

concern. SEA bilingual .office staff -see limited-English-speaking

students as the beneficiaties of -their activities. They .do not

distinguish among students from programs-funded by federal, stae, or

. local sources. Similarly, if an SEA -has the capacity (e.g., time,

resources) to provide, technical assistance in response to a request, it

will respond. BEMS, and other support agencies are utilized, but in,

4001ny :Cases an SEA cen deal with a -request more efficiently by not

delegating fUrther. SEA.- claim that there are numerous requests for

techniCa/:assisiance that simply cannot wait. An abundance of anecdotes

were provided where a school district not receiving _Title VII funds

would call an SEA for help, claiming that they had one or more non-

English-speaking students in their office and Were at a'lose as to what

to do.

SEAS are reluctant to coordinate technical assistance requests when

they themselves are able Xrespond. One reason, as mentioned above, is

25
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that responding directly is efficient. Another is the SEAs' desire to

keep .abreast of needs, and services within theft state. Secondly, SEAs

expressed a desielto folic* through periodically after assistance had

been provided. This is easier to do, they claim, if they are ihe

providers of, technical assistance and not just the coordinatots. Use of

BESCa or BEMSCs is reserved for longterm 'commitments such SA -staff

training or specialized .technical assistance where. SEAs lack the

expertise or resources.

4116.

The range of activities, performed by SEAs is quite varied. Tables

5 through'16 expand each of the categories of activities listed on

pages 1 and 9 of this report into subactivities, Not:ill SlAs perfOrm.
, .

each and every activity listed since, as mentioned . above, an SEA's

context influences the operations of ,their respective bilingual

education office. The activities or items' most common and popular in

Title VID4unded SEAs are noted with an ,asterisk in the following

tables.

Table 5a

Dissemination of Information

SEAs coordinate services to LEP students with the departments

and programs:

Chapter I
*Chapter I, Migrant
Chapter II
*Refugee' Act of, 1980 Prograd

Vocational Education
Library Services and Construction Program

- "Adult Education

-Gifted and Talented Education
FollOw Through
Guidance and Counseling
Health Education
Basic Skills Improoment
Youth Employment
Special Education

au of Indian Affairs
1 Equity Programs
IV

Research and Evaluation Section
fe
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Table 5b

Dissemination of Info

We coordinate activities with, the following support agencies:

*Bilingual Education Service Centfrs
Materials Development Centers' ....,
*Evaluation And Dissemidatioil Aisistance, Centers

LAUCenters
Bilingual Edification Multifunction Support Centers
County Offices of Education, Bilingual Education Division

'Regional Support/Service Centers
Institutes -3f Higher Education

*NattOnal Ovitin Desegregation Assistance Centers
National ClearinghoUse for Bilingual Education
Interoultutal tevelopment Research AsApciation (IDRA)'

f

Table 5e

Dissemination of Inforiation

SEAS coo inate.services/activities with the following interest groups:

State'; Bilingual EducetioU Association (e.g., CABE, MABE)
NatioW.Amsociation for Bilingual Education (NABE)
guOtt 6ommunity group.association(s)"
stifeltiggpren; organization

-'

II

.

Table '5d

Ditisiminatton of Information
0

SEAS ;sly on phe following 4pproaches to disseiihate

*Telephofla ''-
. . .-

Neyelettet . .. .

.Colinty.iilinguaTEducationDirectors Meeting
Agsd/muic Directors Meeting , :

Morkshops..for LIMB
.

. ...

SEA ptesantetions . at 14.A., board asetitigi."

iii .
National Bilingial Educition ContereilettABE)-.

, it ,' .c. ...-

::: ,.

. ,.,

information:

V
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Table h

,Sudgot and Funding Technical Aisistance

SEAs provide budget and fdnding technical assistance by doing the

following: .

f

*identify funding sources.
*identify funding slces and interpret program requirements
encourage and they- agencies (e.g.,.potential'SESCs-and-IMEs)

to apply for funds.
*review LEA applidatione/proposals
.*provide workshops for application/prOposal writing
present alternative to federal funding by identifying private

charitablordttanisations: ,

present innovative 'ilea of staffing patterns 4
present ways' ef using community, parent resources
coordinate. interdepartmental funding for-LEP student services
ravioli/approve 'LEA applications seeking reimbursement for extra

expenses 'Of bilingual education
encourage Title VII projects, state.bilingual projecti, rats to

share common activities. 'and coeVi (e.g., staffi training)

Table 7

Materials Development ,

SEA activities. id materials develoliment include the following:

activities limited to coordination efforts among materials
development center, and other support agencies

involved iassessing materials produced by others
involved in coordinating materials assessment activities
have produced the following materials: ,

-proposal writing guide
-interpretations of legal requirements
-project management guides
-theoretical framework for bilingual education
Agiostructional guide
-parent and community involvement guide
-evaluation vide .

engaged in producing testing instruments
engaged in producing resource materials
engaged in translating resource materials
angaged, in translating tiating materials
engaged in translating'instructionel materials

I'.. a.

-
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Table 8

Teacher Certification
,

SEAs provide technical assistance ii.the area of bilingual education
tetCher certification by doing the following: :

. 0
*respond to credentialing requirements inquiries from the field

. .

present research and findings from data gathering activities to
. law-making bodies.
interp et state teacher Certification legal requirementsjnto
educ .

41'
coordi te certificationeffOrts with the state teacher LiciOing

and c dentialing department
coordinate testing

other testing units
sting activities with Ins, county qffices of

coordinat training efforts with EDACs, BESCs, and tREs

t%.

I

Table 9

Evaluation Technical Assistance
I

SEAS provide evaluation technical assistance by doing the. following:

*provide interpretation of Title VII evaluation requirements
provide evaluation'handbook/guide
provide workshops on'bilingual education program evaluation

*coordinate EDAC/BESC evaluation technical assistance
provide actual-program evaluation technical assistance
*review LEAs' evaluation plans-
provide in-service for teachers, project directors dn student
achievement record keeping'

provide LEAs with list of recommended program evaluators
provide LEA4 with list of approved testing instruments
provide LEAs with standard evaluation model
develop testing instruments where commercial ,products are

unavailable
translate testing instruments as'needed



Table 10

Monitoring

The following activitiwapply to SEA monitoring:

*considers monitoring to bethe responsibility of OBEMLA
monitors .for compliance purposes
monitors to identify exemplaryA)rojects
*monitors to identify-iiiidu
monitors. new starts only
mOilitarctivassess personnel needs

Table 11

Instructional Tec*ical.Asiistance

SEAS provide instruttional technical assistane as follows:

develop bilingual curricular program to match.state requirements
dirveIop a.minimal skills requirement program

develop a cultural instructional component
provide in-services for bilingual education teachers on teaching

strategies
coordinate Bitc/EbAC'workshops re: instructional methodology
coordinate IRE training/in-service
provide in-service on ESL methodology
coordinate in-services on ESL methodology
provide in-service on transition of LEP students
provide workshops on instructional techniques for monolingual

teachers working with LEP students'

I
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Table 12

Management Technical Assistance

SEAs provide management technical assistance by conducting the following
activities:

*cOnduct workshops regarding Title VII legal program requirements
*conduct workshops regarding teaaher certificatiOn requirements
conduct 'workshops for program directors to broaden managerial

skills
*disseminate information gathered at OBEMLIA management-conference.
disseminate information regarding successful. management techniques
-develop a theoretical framawork'for bilingual education
coordinate management technical.assisiance with BESCa, EDACs

(multifunctiOn'support centers)
coordinate information flow regarding management activities

Table. 13

Language Proficiency TeChnical Assistance

SEAs provide language proficiency technical assistance,as follows:

develop testing .instruments used to assess IME.bilingual.education.
trainers.' language proficiency

coordinate the selection of testing instruments used to assess IHE
'bilingual education traineri' language proficiency

*coordinate the selection of testing instruments used to assess the
( language prOficiency of LEP students eligible for bilingual
1, education services
coordinate the selection of testing instruments used to assesgrthe

languge proficiency of personnel'employed in bilingual education
programs

develop testing instruments.used to assess the language proficiency
of personnel employed in bilihgual.education programs

develop testing instruments used. to.assess the language-proficiency
of LEP students eligiblvfor bilingual educition serviees

f)
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Table 14

Research

=mmmonmimmi

SEA research activities idlude the following:

conduct research to produce deoretical framework for .bilingual
education

conduce research regarding first language acquisition
conduce:research regarding second lamase acquisition
conduct research regarding teaching style
conduct research regarding learning styles -

conduct research regarding sociocultural factors
coordinate research conducted by other'support agencies
cosmission research to outside Consultants

Table 15.

Data Gathering

0

SEAs ate, involved in

coordinate data
and other sup

conduct language
collect enrolls*

the following data gathering activities:

A*.
gathering activities among DISC, EDAC, LAU centers

rt 'agencies

census
t data

compile fiscal in ovulation

gather data regar ,id staffing, patterns
collect tesi'scorts
collect information regarding compliance issues
collect evaluation ,reports from LEAS ,.

conduct demographic, projections
gather information.Concerning special projects, demonstration

projects and exemplary instructional features
*coordinate surveys to' determine technical assistance needs
compile refugee student population information
'compile statistics on\students .who exit bilingual education

programs r, IS

w,
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. Table 16

Parent/Community Involvement

The following activities comprise SEAs' involvement in parent/community
involvement:.

conduct workshpson parent/community involvement
,coordinate workshops presented by BESC or other support agency
coordinate interdapartment services for parents of LEP studente
produce parent /community involvement guide/handbook
*respond to. lege' questions concerning parent's rights in

bilingual education'
translate materials for use by parent organizations
inform parents of educational changes, innovations, and

requirements
solicit parent/community counsel. and .input in bilingual education

policy matters
.,t

SEAS were asked to list their priorities' for the. near future.

Statea, reflecting on recent INnographic changes or their own program

strengths and weaknesses, volunteered the information found in. Table 17.

A formal needs assessment was not conducted. The information provided

by SEAs through the course of interviews was spontaneous,A often

expressed with frustration over their inability to move forward due to

circumstances beyond their control.

I

Table 18 lists SEAs' opinions regarding their most and least

effective activities. Like the list of priorities mentioned above, the

information reported was provided by SEA interviqwees in a'spontaneous

manner and is Limited to thd nine SEAR visited.
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Table .17

Priorities for 1984-85.As Seen By Individual SEA.

4
Arizonair Provide more technical assistance

Emphasize LEA program improvement
Emphasize IAA capacity building
Emphasize tEA program evaluation
Emphasise lore teacher training

,Connecticut: Implement/standards:tate evaluation system

Emphasize/sore technical assistance
Emphasize! more monitoring
Emphasizi teacher certification
Emphasizie parent participation

Florida: Emphasize data gathering activities
Emphasize parent'participation
Emphasize technical assistance
Add on, more staff person

Kansas: Adopt! state plan for bilingual education

Develop guidelines for state plan ,

Incrcase level of Title VII funding

Louisiana: . Emphasize research
Emptlasize data gathering activities

New Vilirk: Emp asize special education
Emp asize LEA program evaluation
Emp asize Native American education

ProCote bilingualism philosophy

Virginia: Increase coordination among LEAs and Title VII support

network

Washington: Emphasiz i! data collection activities
Emphasize dissemination of information

Wisconsin. Emphasize teacher training
'Emphasize Native American education
Increase level of Title VII funding

34 48\
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Table 18

Most and Least Effective Title VIZ-Funded SEA ictivities

As Seen By Individual SEAS,

Arizona

Most .Effective:
11

- technical assistance provi ed fill: use of Program

Quality Review instrument PQRI)

- evaluation workshops

Least Effective:,- data gathering activities.

Connecticut

Most Effective - technical assistance for 'proposal writing

- intermediary between LEAs, and ED, Washington
- dissemination of information
- advocate for LEP student rights

Least Effective: 4- authentic imrent/community participation

Florida

Moat Effective:

Least Effective:

4Kansas

Most Effective:

- coordination of technical assistance-
technical assistance for proposal writing

- dissemination of information

None

- disbursetint-of-sitAti funds

Least Effective: - efforts to have state bilingual education
legislition passed

Louisiana

Most Effective:

Least Effective:

New York

Most Effective:

- coordination of technical assistance

- public relations within state
- stimulating INS interest in bilingual education

institutionaliZed changes, on behalf of LEP

students
state.funding formula

'- teacher certification requirements

Least Effective: - monitoring of Title VII -funded LEA projects due to

lack of 'authority
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Table 18 (continued)

Virginia

Most Effective: -.annual bilingual education conference sponsored by

SEA

Least Effective:0- use'of resource library on bilingual education and

ESL (Note: no cost is incurred in maintaining

library since all items housed are donated 'by
publishing companies.)

4.

Washington

Most Effective: - institutionalized changes on behalf' of LEP

students
- coordination of technical assistance
--technical assistance provided to refugee programs

Least Effective: - the provision of specialized technical assistance

which is compounded by ographical constraints

Wisconsin
.

Most Effective: - technical assistance activities

Least Effective: adequate technical assistance to LEAs with low LEP'

student numbers

SEA Application Features

The analysis presented here is described.more Ailly in an.earlY

report of this project, "An Analysis of SEA Title VII Grant Applications

and Related-Documents" (February., 1984). To perform that analysis, SEA

grant applications were reviewed for the 1983-84 school year and certain

types of information were extracted from each application. These
4

categories of information on SEA resources and grant activities, ware

compared in several ways including comparifOns based dn.(*) size of SEA-

grant, (b) state enrollment of LEP student's, and (c)/the. presence of

state'legislaticx(on special services to LEP students. The work on,this

activity was hindered by the fact that there was no way of *miming the

36
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accuracy and compreholudystmeas of the application`. For this reason,

the omission of an 'activity description (e.g., dissemination of

bilingual education information) by a state could not be taken o mean

that the activity wee not iiplemented but only that it was not

explicitly described in the application.

These limitations constrained the ability to draw conclusions frot

the SEA application data.. In general, however, the. review of SEA

applications Fuggested that the SW withttie largest Title VII grants

tended to un4rtake the most activities utilizing the most SEA resources

(such as other SEA personnel and funds). SEAS with smaller grants,

especially SEAs in our group 4, tended to target their Title. VII

activities in. a very few areas. Several noteworthy exceptions or

variations to this pattern were observed, however, as described below.

The fdllowing tables list 12 major categories df'SEA. involvement.

Each category comprises many AndivIpual activities as shown in Tables

5a-16. Tables 19, 20, and 21 show the number of.activities under each

Major-taregory-7that an SEA, in each group (by level of funding, level of

LEP enrollmetit, .an4 type of legislation) reported in its grant

application.

Table'19 shows that SEAS with a high level of fundin a.

higher degree of involvement in materials' "relopment 'and parent
. .

involvement activities. This group also indicated more activities per

SEA than. the other three grgps who received less funding, in the

following categories: (a) evaluations (b) management, (c) language

proficiency testing, and (d) data gathering. ' SEA$ who were next to last

in level of funding (group 3) indicated more :activities per-SEA in

instructional technical assistance.
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When comparing SEAs according to level of ER enrollment, group 1,

with the .highest nulber of enrollment, again receives a higher rating on

responses per SEA in the following categories:

materials development;

evaluation technical assistance;

language proficiency testing technical assistance; and

parent involvement.
4

Under instructional technical'aesistance, group 1 receives the'lowest

p. 4 the highest, is can be seen in Table. 20.
4.

rating, with

Looking at' responses per SEA according to type/ of bilingual

education legislation (i.e., mandatory,' permissive, flone), group

receives the highest ratings in the following 'categories,:

dissemination of information;

materials development;
1/4

evaluation technical assistance;

management technical assistance; and

parent involvement.

Group 2 receives a rating slightly higher than group 1 on instructional .

technical assistance and data gatherineictivites, as shdOn in Table 21.

Coordination .with other SEA programs. SEM in Group 1 were less

likely to repom coordination -with other SEA program. .(e.g., Chiptet 1

Aiigrant, vocational education, !nil. IV civil rights program, and

*grant education). than were SEAs in Groups 2 and 3. this difference
6

may reflect the fact that SEAs with, smaller, grants need to draw on the

resourdes of other SEA offices in Order to achieve their goals-, while

the larger grants in Group 1 make the bilingual education offices in

those SEASEAl\more self sufficient.
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Coordination ith bilingual education support agencies. SEAs in

Groups 2 and 3 were more likely to report coordination,with bilingual

support agencies (e.g., Evaluation and Dissemination Aeiistance Centers,

Multifunctional Service Centers, Title IV Lau Centers)ithan were SEAs in

Group 1. As in the example cited above, this tendency may reflect the

greater capacity, of the Group 1 SEAs to provide a wide range of services

with little outsi4e aid. A

Workshops at the prevalent means of disseminating information. In

all funding groups, SEAs were most likely to report' the use of LEA

f workshops' their, primary method, of disseminating information, as

contrasted with the use of newsletters and other dissemination channels.

Most technical assistance in management and fiscal areas. In all

funding groupsSEAe.were.most likely to report that they coordinated. or

prdwided technical assistance in management or fiscal areas (e.g.,

possible funding sources for local bilingual education programs). They

were less likely to report. that.thcr coordinated or provided teahical

assistance in instructional areas (e.g.i, urriculum). The exception to

this pattern was the..high incidence of SEA coordination-Or provision of

technical assistance related to language assesement.

SEAs with state legislation provide more Tipple VII services. Our

analysis of SEAs with and withoar'state laws mandating special services

to LEP students indicated that SEAs !that had such laws were likely to

provide a wider range ofservices than were other.SEA. Two factors

could account for"this finding--(a) SEAs 'with state laws tend to have

larger Title VII grants and so could be cted to implement more

activities (see Table 4), and (b) SEAS with state .laws probably receive

greater encouragiment from the 'public, interest groups, and the

legislature to conduct bilingual education activities (probably the same

kind of.encouragement that' prompted enactment of the legislation). Our

analysis did not 'determine whether these SEA activiftearwere carried out

in greater depth in the states that hadstate.laws.'

These points are discussed in light of our case study data in the

section thft follows.
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Table 19

Number of Responses per SEA by Category and by Level of Funding

,Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group. 4

DiSsbmination of Information '1.33 1.75 1.67 1.33

-CoOrdination with support agencies 2.00 2.50 1.72. 1.33 :

Coordination with interest groups .66 .13 .77 .08

Forme of dmformation dissemination 1.66 2.25 1.39 1.25

Budget and Funding Technical Assistance 3.00 2.13 1.28 .75

Development of Materials 6,00 1.00 1.56 1.00

Teacher Certification 2.33 1.63 1.33 .50

Evaluation Technical Assistance 3.69 .63 .61 .83

Monitoring 237 2.00 1,.61 1.33

Instructidhal Technical Assistance .67 1.00 2.11 1.00

Management Technical Assistance 3.0Q 1.38 2.06 .92

Language Proficiency Technical Assistance 3.33 1.50 1.33 .92

Research .33 0 0 0

Data Gathering 2.00 1.00 .78 :17

Parent/Commtinity Involvement 2:33 .63 .22 .17

Note. group 1 SEA funding ranged from $495,000 to $891,314 (n 0 3).

Group SEA fmnding ranged from $724205 to $141,446 (n 20 8).

Group 3 SEA funding ranged from $21,977 to $68,028.(n - 18).

Group 4 SEA funding ranged from $3,000 to $17,739.(n 12).'

ti
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Table 20
6

Number of Risponees perSEA by al0gory
and by Level of LEP Enrollment .

.

1

Dissemination-of Information .

Coordination .with miWort.agencies
.,.

qCoordination with Interest groups
. . . ,

. Forma of infatuation dissemination,

.
Budget and Funding '.Technical Assistance. .

,

-Development of Materials
.;

'TeachepsCertification.
.

EvalOstion Technical Assistahce.:

0
MOT11..t.OViiig .

4

'AP

Instructional Technical Assistance
.

Managemsnt.TechnicallAsisiance

-Language Proficiency Technical Assistance
..

...

Research
.

Data Gathering a ....

Parent /Community Involvemenp

Group 1 Croup 2 :Group 3 Group 4

1.33

2.00

.66

31100

2.75 .

.13

2.59

1.76

1.50

1.45

2.00
.

.18

1.66 2.13 1.06 1.55'

3.00 2.63- 1.59 .1.64

6.00 1.38 1.41 .82

2.33 1.63 1.00 .45::

.3.69 . 1.00 .71 .64

.2.67 2.13 1.53 1.45

f67 , 1.25. 1.53 1.73

3.00 1.75 1.12 1.91

3.33 1134 1.29. 1.09.

.33. 0 .. 0 0

2.00 .1:38 P88 .27

2.3j 1.25 . .35. .27

- ,
A'

/

... , 01

No Group 14A level at:LEFenrollmeutQranged from 116,746 to 257,061

(n 0 3).
Group 2 SEA level o:.f LEP enrollment from 11,368 to 44,332 (n a 8).

Group 3 SEA.levelll LEP entolluent from 2;027 to 8,803 (n 17).

. Group.4 SEA',, evel of LWenrollmeht from 60 to 1,651 (n 0 11). .

LEP enrollment data was not available for two extra-state SEAs.
/

e.5

O
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Table 21

Number Of Responses'per48EA by Category
and by Legislative Type Group

Group 1 Group 2 Gtoup 3

Dissemination of Information

Coordination'withsupport agencies

Coordination with interest groups

. Forms of information dissemination.

Budget and Funding Technical Assistance

Development of Meteriels

Teacher Certification

Evaluation Technical Assistance

Monitoring

Instructional Technical Assistance

Management Technical.Assimtance

Language Proficiency Technical Assistance

Research

Data Gatfiering

Parent/Community Involvement

1.43

1.92

.43

1.64

2.5

2.

1.43

1.64

2.0

1.21

2.64

1.50

.07

1.21

1.5

1.44

1.88

.11

1.78

1.67

.89

1.11

.56

1.67.

1.44

1.22

1.33

0

1.44

0

1.74

1.89

.53

1.11

1.32

..f.1 . 00

.95

.53

1.26

1.89

1.11

'1.21

0

.32

6

Note. Group 1 has mandatory bilingual education legislation (n 14),

group 2 Ap permissive bilingual education legislation (n 9)v

and grata') has no,legislation addressing specific educational ---
services for limited-English students (n 19).

.1
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I. ANALYSIS OF srlOy FINDINGS

. Thl .previous. section of the report.,,presented our observations

concerning the distribution and impleizentation of the SEA grants. In

this section, we analyze those ,findings in two ways.. First, we discuss

tbe,state -level factors that affect the way in which each state uses its

grant. These factors, many of which involve the characteristic needejf

school districts in,a particular state, are important reasons forlthe

diversity that we .observed,in. SEA activities . Second,'having discussed

this diversity and some reasons for it, we turn to issues in program

implementation' that are common to all or most of the SEAs visited.

, iii

State-Level Factors Affecting Implementation of Title VII Grants.

In analyzing data collected during_ this study, we examined the

state-level factors influencing the implementation of Title VII grants

Jar coordinating technical assistance. These factors tencUto cluster in
ow

three groups -- factors related to the particular needs of the LEP stu

dints in each state, factors.rIleted to administrative and 'legislative

action taken by each state government, and' fictors related to the

capacity of the SEA.

Factors Related to the Educational Needs Of LEP Students

In each state we visited, the.needs expressed by LEAS are a major

determinant of SEA activities.. SEA staff, in interviews, expressed a

song desire to meet the needs that characterize their states.

Although"none of the needs. discussed here is particularly susceptible to

influence 'from the federal level (barring major changes id national

policy), this disCussion indicates 'how the implementation of Title. VII

SEA grants is affected 11 LEA' needs for technical assistance. Our

finformation drawn from site visits and other data suggests that four

factors are particularly important in shaping local needs--(a) the

number of LEP students in the state, (b) the concentration of, LEP
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students.

students

English.

(c) the variety of languages spoken by the state's LEP

and (d) the extent of the LEP students' proficiency in

Each of these"factors is discussed here.

Number of LEP students. We observed that high, LEP enrollments

create particular types of .neede for technical assistance to LEAs.

These needs include 'the followieist

Need for inservice training approaches for use with bilingual

education teachers, ESL teachers, \and teachers who have no

background in ESL or bilingual education but who have. LEP

students in their classes;

Need .for, assistance in redruiting and screening teachers of

bilingual education and ESL;

Need for assistance in selecting and .implementing appropriate '

curriculum materials; and

Need for effective approaches to infOrming and involving parents

of LEP students-in their-children's educational program.

In its role as coordinatorl of technics' assistance, the SEA in a state

with high LEP enrollmints becomes a focal point for questions and

i4qUiries from LEAs thst have needs such as these. States with large

numbers of LEP students are likely to shave more and larger Title VII

grants to LEAs than states with lower LEP enrollments. The amount of

Title VII LEA grants in turn directly increases the state's Title VII

SEA grant due to the formula allocation for SEAS. Thus, higher LEP

enrollment in a state, translates (more or less) into greater Title VII

SEA resources. Co

At the same time, however, we found that in states with high LEP

enrollments theIi.EAs tend to draw on other tit VTI resources besides

SEAS. For example, LEAs with Title VII grant; have the following:
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Federal dollars that can defray some of the extra costs incurred

in establishing a bilingUal education program;

Access to all parts. of the Title VII assistance network, in-

cluding the Multifunctional ,Support CanCars, the Evaluation and

Dissemination ,Assistance Centers, and .other components--which

they can contact withut going through the SEA..

Righ LEP enrollments also often translate into another type of

resourcepolitical support ,for bilingual education in the state

capital. Indeed, this relationship can be inferred from Table 1, which

shows that the four states with thi largest LEP enrollments each have.

:state laws requiring special services to .LEP students and state funding

for the support of such services at the LEA level. Conversely, states

with Joy LEP enrollments are much less likely to have enacted either

type of provision assisting LEP students.

From the SEA's perspective the overall level of LEP enrollment is

thus clearly a factor that shapes its responsibilities and activities.

LEAs with highly concentrated student assignment patterns, where

most LEP students attend a few schools, .tend to require technical

assistance that reflects more advanced, established bilingual programs.

For example, LEAs tend to be concerned with the following:

Refining their assessment and placement services for LEP

students;

Improving the transition of stSents, from the bilingual program

to the regular curriculum; and

Identification, assessment; and services for LEP students with

handicaps.

/

By coiltrist, the LEAs in which LEP students are dispersed among

many schools are more ikely to provide ESL services to' LEP students,



possibly using itinerant teachers who each provide instruction to a few

students in several schools. These LEAs are less likely to need

assistance in the fine points of bilingual education programming and

more likely to need help in areas such as the following:

4 Inservice training of regular teachers in ESL instruction;

Approaches to the use oevolunteers'and paraprofessionals in the

delivery of ESL and bilingual education services;. and

Selection of selfteaching materials for\use by LEP students.

k.

States 14 which there, are varying concentrations of LEP `students

experience varying technical assistance need* to which, SEAS must

respond. New fork is an example, having both urban LEAs with' highly

concentrated enrollments of LEP students and rural LEAs with dispersed

4EP enrollments.

Variety of languages spoken. -A third factor Affecting the needs to

which SEAs respond under their Title VII grant", is the diversity of

languages'spoken in the state. In states'where one language, most often

Spanish, is the primary, language of most LEP students, SEAs need only to,

maintain capabilities for coordinating technical assistance relevant to

that language. In states with large LEP enrollments in many languages,

we were told that the SEA must maintain some degree of expertise in the

needs of each language group.
t

In the states that wd visited, we heArd reports of major technic fl

assistance needs in two language groups other than Spanish--IndocUinele

languages and Native American languages. These two languages le

characterized by rather different technical assistance needs, however.

Students whose primary language is an Indochinese language tend to be

recent'immigrants with very little English proficiency. Because of 'the

sho
%. of (a) bilingual education teachers ptoficient tin *chive
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,languages and (b), appropriate curriculum materials, SEA, in states

'serving large millibars of Indochinese students report that they hive been

required to 'take a variety.of special steps. For example, in, Virginia,

where Vietnamese is, the predominant'language among LEP students, the SEA

commissioned. ;he development and publication of a "Guide for Educators

of Vietnamese LEP Students.* The SEA reported that the guide is widely

used by LEAs throughout the state.*

In states . where

language backgrounds,

Because most of the

dominant in English;

there are many students from Native American

LEAs experience very different kinds of.

students' from Native American backgrounds are

in most cases bilingual instruction focuses

primarily on teaching the Native American language. As reported by

respondents in Arj.zona and. New York, these local programs often 3rompt

technical assistance requests such as :the. following:

At
Approaches to in-service training of paraprofessionals who are

proficient in the Native American. language but inexperienced in

the classrOom;

Suggestions for curriculum materials. for use in'Native American

:programs; and

Suggestions for language proficiency tests in the Native Ametican

language. 0 I.

LEP students' .proficiency its English. Stator that are major ports

of entry for immigrants, such as Texas, Florida, New York, and

California, tend'to enroll'a high proportion of TAP students who have

virtually "no familiarity with English. We were informaLthat LEAs in

such states tend to tequire technical assistance in training approaches

and curricutisiiiiiiirlZible t'o.intensive EaVinstruction. They also tend

to need assistance in' implementing comprehensive achievement IAlsting.of

students in their' primary language for placement purposes.

A
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We were told that in states whose LEP students have been in the

_U.S. longer, Ws' technical assistance needs .tend to focus on (a)

integration of 'the bilingual program with the regular curficulum, (b)

transition of students from the bilingual program the regular

curriculum, and (c) design of follow-u0 services' for students who have

made the transition to the regular curriculum.

Factors. Related to State Actions.

SEA implementation of-Title VII grants for, coordinating technical

assistance is also affected by actions'. taken in the. state' capital. .

Because these actions affect the needs for technical assistance.

experienced by LEAs and the resources' available foi providing local

instructional services, state actions affectimprementation of the .SEA

Title VII grant in several ways. For discussion purposes these state

actions may be grouped into Ores categories--(a) enactment of state

lays requiring the provision of special educational services to LEP

.students, (b) enactment. of state. iawa authorizing. end. appropriating

funds to support the provision. of special services to LEP itudenti; and

(c) issuance of state certification (or endorsement) requirements for

bilingual education and ESL teachers. Each of these actions is

described more fully here. For the SEA, local responses to a state law

requiririg services to LEP students can affect its work in several ways:.

iS4As are less likely-to requee.t. technical assistance for ini-

tiating a program and more likely to need help in the development

of established programs;

LEAs often need technical assistance in understanding and

complying with:state law and in understanding any overlaps with

Title VII and Title IV ofthe Civil Rights Act; and

LEAs are likely to need technical assistance, in extending the

benefits of bilingual education to ail LEP students in their Aid-

tricts, even thole enrolled in schools with low LEP enrollments.
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Although the degree of state enforcemmnt of any state law is obviously

important ilk determining the effectivenes0 of a law of this type, the

existende of a state law is itself a factor in shaping SEA actions.

State ,laws .providing funds for special services to LEP students.

The availability of state ifunding has two primary effects on thk

operations of a state Title VII unit. lirst, the state categorical
F,

funds make it easier for LEAs to mount special services for LEP students

because they do not have to rely solely on local revenues and on Title

VII support. Indeed, the availability of state funds may actually make

it easier for an LEA to obtain Title VII funds because the state. funds

can be used to initiate and develop the LEA's bilingual program, thus

making it more likely to score highly in a Title VII grants competition.

The presence of stater funding for services to LEP students. also

affects the SEA by raising the expectations of LEAs.thattheir projects

will be monitored by state officials. If an LEA expects its.state

funded project for LEP students to be monitored, then it will also

expect the SEA to monitor its Title VII project.

SEAS in states with special funds for LEP services appear to

receive more requests for technical assistance than do other states.

The reasons are that (a) there are likely to be more LEAs carrying out

bilingual-education and ESL projects in the state and (b) the Title VII

districts, which also have special state funds, are likely to run larger

projects than they would otherwise operate. This larger overall volume

of ,projects generates a larger volume of .requests for technidal

assistance.

Bilingual' and ESL certification requirements. In states _where

services to LEP studente\mrst be provided by certified" (or endorsed)

bilingual education and ESL,teachers,*we'were informed that LEAs are

likely to turn more frequently to the SEA for recruiting and staffing

assistance. This effect is not Meen-clearly, howeyet; in States like
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Louisiana that have bilingual certification standards on their books: but

do not require that bilingual certified teachers be 6ed to provide

instructi to LEP students.

so,

The effect of bilingual certification requirellepts seem, to be

similar to the effect of state laws mandatipag special services to LEP

students. Like those lawd, bilingual and ESL certification requirements

appear to enlarge the SEA'. role in the provision of assistance to LEAs.'

For the SEA Title VII unit, the existence of certification require-

ments tends to translate into threelitypes of technical assistance

requests:

Requests for interpretation of legal certification requirements

(including information on waivers, certifying agencies, time-

tables, and penalties for non-compliance);

e

Requests for help in recruiting qualified teachers; and

Requests for help in training current teachers who might be able

to obtain bilingual or ESL certification.
"

Because of the key role played by, tHEs in the training and

certification process, the existence of 'certification requirements

increases the participation of those institutions in the communication

and collaboration occurring among the SEA, LEAS, and the various

assistance providers.

.Although activities related to teacher certification are important

at that state, level, the April., 1984 Title VII regulations declared such

activities to be ineligible. for federal tie VII support. The

,$)

introduction_ -to the new regulaikkona states ese final regulations

delete the activity . . . because dilisemination of information on state,

certification. requirements. for teachers of bilingual education is more
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properly a state function and does not constitute the type of coordina-

tion activity for'which federal funds are made available under the Act."

Fa2tors Related to SEA Capacity

.
In our site visits and ,other data -cIllecting activities, we

observed a third class of factors that. affect "the conducted

under TitleVI; 'SEA grants for coordinating technical assistance; these

factors refleit the capacity of the .SEA bilingual office. We

investigated two relevant aspetts of cipacity --funds and staffing.

Funds. In our study; we observed that the wide variation across

SEA, in their level of.funding affected the extent and nature of their.

activities. This Was true of- the funding available for bilingual

education from the state itself as well as the Title VII funds available

totheSEA.Forcexample,som"SlaWlumetecently curtailed employee

travel, thus reducing dpportunities for delivering on-site t chnical

.
essistancel6 Travel outside the state has been even more vulhetableto

41anket
,
cuts by state. budget authorities, thereby limiting S ability .

; to coordinate assistance, resources on a regional basis. S reported '

that they are relying more, heavily on telephone interactions than in the

past and 'lege heavily.. on .face -to -face interactions .at onferences,

seminars, and workshops. in several states visitet,-1EAs t'ave virtually

eliminated the publication of newsletters on special toflics, such as

bilingual education.
/

/

2:
Staffing. The number of staff me associ ed with the SEAmbers--

office of bilingual education is probably the most i ortant determinant

'of the SEA's level of services in bilingual education. The availability
,

of enough staff tenhances technical assistance and permits state

involvement in various optional SEA activities such ai curriculum and

test development.



a.

SEAs and-the bilingual offices within them vary widely in staff

size. New York, with an,overall SEA staff. in. the thousands, has 23

professionals in:ia'office of bilingual education. Other states have

only a hundred or SO professionals in the entire 'SEA; even if such -a

state has a sizeable prOportion..of LEP students, all its.state functions

in bilingual education )must- be carried out by twos or three staff.

members. With such limited staff, an SEA can have little' detailed

knowledge of program Operations at the local level, and it has a limited

capacity for the more. specialized activities that ockpld support local

service delivery. Such an SEA does fewer things in bilingual education

than its larger counterparts, and.it does them less thoroughly.

\

Many. SEAS in our sample have been affected by state-level hiring

freezes (which apply to all positions, including federally funded

onee).' These SEAs report ;that, they are unable to use their:Title VII

grants to increase their staffing, although thiy would like 'to do so.

Besides depending on adequate numbers of Staff, SEA activities in

_ bilingual education also depend on-the ski lo that ,staff members

possess. .

Two' classes -of' skills area particul rly important--process

skills and content skills. Technical assistance demands process skills

in providing effective help'with educational pr ram improvement. All

activities in bilingual education depend on cofl ent skills, including

skills in such apecialiked domainf as ...testing curriculum; teacher

preparation, research, and the like.
4,

In site visits, we found.that the existenc or absence of &sop-

arate office of bilinguareducation In the SEA a.factor associated.

with the level of content-' skills available fo activities under the

Title VII' grant.' Such an .office is most likely to exist in states with

sizeable federal grants (either because of the size of the grant or

.because of state programs for LEP students). In the states lacking such

an office, the Title VII grant may be housed in an office that deals

primarily with foreign- language instiction; for example. Thus the

1;
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staff carriing out grant activities may not include specialists in

services to LEP, scents.

Issues AmAsing Across SEAs

.Despite. their diversity, the activities of SEAS under Title VII

grants for coordinating technical assistance' bring into focus a number

of tsetses pertaining to the Progiam'as a whole. For the convenience of

readers, the impute identified are grouped-according to the relevant

aspects of federal program design. or-administration, namely: allocation

of funds, administrative procedures.for 'EAs, service delivery, SEAS'

.
oversight responsibilities, federal guidance provided, and_ the overall

system of assistance provision in bilingual e cation.

Allocation of funds.-. The nature of the fUnding formula for SEA

grants provides a strong incentive for SEAs,to help school districts

apply for. Title VII'grants. The incentive is this: to the extent that

these Title VII 'applications are successful, the SEA is eligible top,
receive increased funding. Thus the formula encouragei. SEAS to.use

their- federal grant funds to help districts obtain other federal

0
giants. SEA .staff frequently reported in interviews that.they offer

workshops on applying for-Title VII grants and that they coordinate or

provide help to individual districts that are pieparing such applica-

tions. They also reported that 'their needs assessments show a high

degree. of local-interest in learning about federal funding. ,While the

districts' rd44ests for help contribute to the level of. SEA activity

related to Title grant applications, it is important to recognize

that the funding formula for SEA grants represents.a_powerful incentive

affIctilig the SEA.' enthusiasm for this activity.

An advantage of the formula for funding is that it allows SEAS to

find out e year 'in advance how much Title VII funding they are eligible.

to receive. From the SEA standpoint; this advance notice is useful' for

planning.
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S4ma SEA staff expresi the view that thortormula should be Adjusted

to award more funds to SEAs in states-where the amount of loci. Title

VII funding is smallthat:is, tira place a floOr under. the minimum SEA

funding level. The argument for .thiSt.Policy change is that an SEA

receiving only, say, $5,000 can do little. with such a. small amount ,of

funding. On'the other hand, the SEAS in our Sample that receive thh,

smallest amounts of funding do not seem to be wasting what they receive.'

Administrative procedures. Some respondents in SEAS question the

usefulness of submitting applications to ED for their funding Under this

program. They argue that funds are awarded. by a formula ratherithan

According to the substantive merits of the proposals. In the SEAs'

view, the processes of developing proposals in the SEAsreviewing

proposals in ED, amt megotiating grants do not affect the- quality of

program activities and therefore represent a'po?r use of resources.

They further point out that the required annual .updates consume

considerable staff time, with the result that this program in effect

demands a yearly application. Their preferred alternative would be to

receive a formula allocatiofi in exchange for a minimal application,

perhaps consisting only of a set of asdurances.

Service delivery. The 'services that SEAs deliver under this

program differ in two important respects from the array of services-
.

encouraged in. the program regulations. First, SEA personnel-generally

define their clients as all schodl.districts that enroll LEP students,

not just the districts currently receiving Title VII grants. Although-

.the regulations suggest that'most types of SEA services be provided to

"programs of bilingual education funded under the Act," SEAs do not

share the apparent assumption. that they should use their grants
fb

primarily to serve current Title VII grantees. . Services to. unfunded

districts take three major forms in this program:

4..
. . iplar helping districts to obtain Title VII grants 'is a major SEA

activity under this program;..

-e
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eASEAs reportedly help unfunded districts with Zhe problems

associated with small LEP populations and recent influxes of

immigrants; and

SEAs also sat the*, they am 'help distrats-that have lost Title

VII funding butt 'that experience continuing needs for technical

assistance.

A second' important departure from the SEA role. ifplied by the

regulatiOns'Is that the SEAS use their. grants to provide technical

assistance, not just to coordinate it. W4 districta dstrict call's to request

Information or help, the inclination of "SEA staff members is to provide

it. We observed that fielding these phone calls and responding

helpfully to them is one of the highest priorities for all the SEA

offices viiited. to many instances, they have the staff capacity to
A

pxovide thi information or assistance themselves; in others, theyNefer

the callers to other sources of help such as the BEMSCs, Lau Centers,

IHEs, or ot4 Sc ool districts in the state.

0

SEAs' oversight responsibilities. Perhaps because SEAs tradi

tionally act 'as regulators hnd monitors in education in their states,
k

their limited authority over local Title,VII grantees is a source of.

fruatration ,to many SEA respondents in this study.. They would Like to

',ses statutory and regulatory changes tat would give 'them greater

authority over funding decisions for local applications and, greater

responsibility for monitoring. local prram implementation. Meth,

limited authority and responsibility in theseareas are especially

frustrating to SEA staff because they already carry out certain

activities' in application review (for Title VII greats and state funds)

and program monitoring <for state programs).

. . ,.

, ) . .
, Alms respondents observed that they think ED shouldiake,greater

er'

use of the SEA coikents on-local,applid Lions for Title VII fupds.' How
. 1 J

ever, sev4ral SEAs do not forward to their comments on3applica-

0.ons reviewed. Made from legal requiriiints,.'wilich are themselves not
4..
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,
that clear, SEAM reported that,it is to their disadvantage to report to

OBEMLA any faults they may have uncovered during LEA grant application

reviews.. One reason, they said, is that LEAs usually have an oppors-

tunity. to correct faults cited. Therefore, if OBEMLA were to rectolve a

critique of the LEA application, the LEA could conceivably be ill-SeTved

if in fact the LEA corfectsd the faults the SEA documented.

7`\.

SEA personnel also mentioned' that they do not Want. to assume the

role of proposal reader for OBEIILA. They said; "Why should1 we catch

mistakes that they (proposal readers 'for OBEMLA] might miss?" SEA.

recogx%e the benefits derived from LEA programs that :are funded by the

federal government.-- A federally funded LEA bilingual education' project

contributes to the" aggregate level of 'state services for LEP students

and raises the funding ceilini for the SEA itself.

$

The issue -;of program toring is another .problem area. In the

course of reviewing doctimente, a letter and a memo written by. OBEMLA

staff members coptradicted each other regarding the policy governing

progre monitoring. The memo implicitly said that We are not to

monitor, that OMLA has the sole responsibility for toOitoring. The

letter inforled another SEA that the `SEA* are authdrized to conduct

monitoring activities.

, 4

SEA personnel view their visits to districts as a good opportunity

for monitoring, and they think ED should take advantage, of SEA.'

oversight activities.

district, to provide

meat, kit some of them

because/. they have no

Under the SEA Title VII .grants, SEA staff visit

assistance and make recommendations for) improve-

believe that their recommendations' are not heeded,

regulatory authority over these projects. In

addition, where there he state programs for LEP students, SEA staff may

make, monitoring' visits to districts that have Title VII grants, but

their authority is limited tovmatters related to the state programs.

It
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Federal Guidance for SEAs. A number of respon4ents expressed a.

'wish for more frequent communication from EIS. They Would like -t6'
..p

receive information 'and feedback in several areas.. .For one, they would.
0.

like to' receive Vista of the Title.V/Iirants to local districts in

their states ancrin'neighboring states. (They now have to canvass a

.state in order..to find out who has received grants.)' If they had such

lists, and especially if a.brief description of each district's project
t

could be provided, they would be ,able to'put distiict s ff in touch

with their counterparts who are operating similar project or facing

similar needs. k

SEA staff .would.. also like to be informed when ED makes monitoring

AsAts to district'. in their states. This would permit' them to

coordinate their own monitorin0efforts and-to follow up with assistance

to the districts visited by ED.

Finally,a,grantees under this program say that they would welcome

more feedback from ED on their performance. Such feedback, it

seems, would not only helphem capitalize on their strengths and

correct their'weaknesses, but could. also improve morale.by giving them

more'contact with ED.

It should be noted that SEA grantees do not want ED to_ provide' so

much guidance that it further limits their activities under this

program.. The latitude allowed for SIM' own professional judgment and

priorities appears to le considered a strength of this program.

0

The overall system of technical assistance. As coordinators and

providers Of technic* assistance, SEA staff are in a position to

observe strengths and weaknesses of the federally funded 'network of
4 ,

assistance providers. Airsight be expected, their observations vary by

,region, by the local needs they perceive, and by iheii own individual

-viewpoints. However, d few eminents emerge across several SEAS.

IN
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' The recent shift frOm MISC., which are funded by grants, to BEMSCs,

which are funded by contracts, has occasiopadmenit problems. At

present, the BEMSCs cannot provide services not'expiicitly'mentioned in

theiecontracts --such as workshops on topics that have newly emer7ged as

areas of need-unless they go to the trouble of obtaining. formal

modifications in their contracts. SEA. staff lay that this has greatly

reduced the usefulness of BEMSCs as assistance providers. They say that

flexibility is an important gharactiristic of a good assistance system,

and that the shift to contracts has markedly lessened flexibility in

this system.

,

-

More broadlyvolome respondents commented that the overall Ostem of

multiple assistance resources sometimes leads to duplication of effort.

Paral 1 efforts in materials development may go on Li two organizations

simultneously. Local .chool districts may riceive in-service training'

from diff rent providers that overlaps, in content but lacks coordination

and th refore is less effective than it should be. Thus the capacity of

the overall system to coordinate assistance is apparently sometimes,

swamped by the sheer amount of assistance available to and used by

school districts.

sh
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A.
VII.,IRPICATIONS .0? RESULTS

Our study of SEA activities under Title.VII has lea.us.to seveiel.

'conclusion. about direciiOni for. program impTovement under ttis,grant

authority. In this section represent these ConclusiOns in.response-to

three questions: Whit'goals-foim the basis for federal support to SPA

under Title VII?' What steps could SEAMitake.in fulfillment of these

goals? Row could the fedeiil. government encourage and,aosist SEAS in-

taking these steps?
,

.

Goals of Title VII Support to 'SEAS

Our analysis suggests that 'the current legislative 'goals of Title

VII grants to SEAs are still perceived as valid and important in states

and districts. As stated in Title VII regulations, that _goal is 'to

enable SLAB to coordinate technical assistance to programs of bilingual

education funded undei the Act within their states.",c\Local recipients

of Title VII granes need a place they-can go to obtain help in improving

their educational services to LEP students, Because the Title VII

assistance network includes many providers of help, Title VII grantees
A

ed a knowledgeable resource that can help them determine exactly what

their needs are and which assistance' provider (or providers) is most

likely to be able to provide help.

The ,need for an intermediary between LEA and provider grows out of

several special characteristics of bilingual education. Most impor-

tantly, bilingual education is an especially difficult educational

technique to implement... It requires an instructional approach tailored

to the particular language capabilities of each different group of LEP

students. pre- packaged curricula, for example, can work only if they

are adapted to the'needsof each group of LEP students and if they are

implemented by. highly trained teachers who are themselves fluent in at

least two languages,.. Moreover, the students needing bilingual education'

`generally exhibit serious educational needs, which are occasioned by

v R
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their inability to communicate effectively ip English and (sometimes)

their lack of familiarity with the U.S. cultUre.

Given thee* challenges. inherent in the .provision of educational,

'services to LEP students, 'it is not, surprising that many types 9f

institutions have developed capacities to assist LEAs in areas related

to bilingual .education. *Ohara are p itaLAnd bureaucratic reasons
P

for this proliferation of fervide prov too, but the effect of the

proliferation is more 'important here an are the reasons for it.)

Moreover, these assistance providers are scattered across the country

and so cannot be expected to make their services known to every LEA that

might need their assistance.

Under these. circumstances; it is. reasonable that technical

assistance .coordinators should be designated under Title leir. it is

also reasonable that SEAs.shouldlle the agencies.dasignated to Play such

a role. This function is 'consistent with the responsiiiilities imposed

on .SEAS by other programs autlie,rize4 udder the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act and also with SEAs' continuing roles. in edUcational

improvement and school reform.

,
I

Beyond this, our study suggests that some or all SEAs have the

capacity to. address additional goals that could be adopted in this

1 program of technical assistance coordination. First, thi program

reguiationA could explicitly encourage SEAs to serve- all school

districts that enroll LEP students, rather than stating that the goal is

service to "programs of bilingual education funded under the Act." As

detiiled elsewhere in this report, LEAs that do not have Title VII

1

grants,..or that formerly had Title VII grants--often have grater needs

for technical assistance than do Title VII grantees.
ti

Second, the SEA role. could be extended explicitly to that of

providing technical assistance as well as coordinating assistance. Our

data oho! that the professional staff in SEA bilingual offices can
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answer many of the (titian' that arise- in focal. programs. When Che

capacity to provide answeti. and assistance exists in an SEA, the SEA

staff belieVii it .wauldbe inefficient to refer the request to another,

assistance-provide" (who may bp located in a different state).. In fact,

the SEAS do not hesitate to provide help themselves. A 'third and
.

broader possible goal for the program would be to provide'incentives for

states- to assume greater responsibility.for the provision and improve-

ment of educational services Co LEP students. In states where JAlingual

.education is a federal progriM only, our SEA respondents' believe. that

LEP students are,unlikely to reiiive the .scope and quality of services

they need. SEA officesof'bilingual educatiod.could take 4 role like

that of (=MLA, which is the, "central point of contact .both to coor-

dinate the administration of discrete programs of bilingual education,

as well as to provide guidance for other programs in the department that
. .

impact or have a relationship to the concept of bilingual education or

to the.target popu/ation" (Bi.,.scoechea, 1980).

Whether or not federal funds are made available to support state

leadership in bilingual education, a related option for thio program

would be to permit states with high levels Of commitment to bilingual

education to exercise somewhat greater flexibility in their use of Title

VII funds than' might otherwite be allowed. In this study, we observe4

that such a commitment is associated with SEA capacities that could

potentially fulfill a wider. role.. States that have demonstrated their

concern for the education of LEP students through state funding and the

enforcement of state laws, mioght be permitted to use their Title VII

fund for afttl.vi.ties such as the following: *

Administration of state laws and funding provisions intended to

benefit LEP students;

Provision of assistance to IRE 3)rograms If bilingual teaCher

v% training; and
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Monitoring and enforcement of compliance with Title-VII require-

ments for local grantees.

Fihally, our research findings highlight another goal. that' is

imporiiint 'to tht. SEA. grantees in this program. In their view, 'the

technical assistance network, whose services. SEAS coordinate ,should

proyide reasonable coverage of all major technical assistance needs of

LEAs ani.shonid reflect -a coherent organization. The ability of SEAs to

-
coordinate technical assistance is obviously increased by a more

.

effective and well-organised system of technical, assistance in bilingual

education.

0

Steps SEAS Can Take To Fulfill These Goals

SEAS can choose from among several approaches'in improving their

programs of technical assistance coordination. For .example, they can

improve their channels of communication, such as newsletters and

memoranda, and they can hold more and better workshops on issues of high

priority to LEAs. Any of thiese approaches wit]. be more effective in

states that take active responsibility for the prpvis of high-quality

educational services to LEP students. , Irrespecti f federal funding

opportunitiez' under Title VII, improvement in slivery of educe -/

tional services to LEP students is essentially .a state and local

respopsibility. Given constraints on the growth in federal spending,

that situation is not likely to change.'

Growth, and improvement in state responsibilities can be achieved in

several ways.- 'his report has discussed-ehe importance o increased

state commitment to the provision of stets financial suppor and the

enforcement of state laws assiOting LEP students. In tddition, te$

can improve the education of LEP students by integratingthe concerns of

LEP students throughou the state education program. Obtamples of SEAs

doing -this were witn sed in efforts to improve the coordination of

services to LEP stud is who are handicapped. Another example observed



was that of ,states integrating foreign language instruction .and

bilingual education through increased state-level 'emphasis on "second

language. acquisition." These SEA efforts tend to increase 'general

awareness of. the. educational' needs of UP students while also making

bilingual education a more central component of local educational

programs.

Another area in which-SEAs can exert leadership to good effect is

in their relations with.I.HEs in-the area of bilingual education. The

study indicated wide variation among SEAs in their levels of

coordination.with.IHEs. within their states. In general, states that

required.. bilingual certi tionfor.teachers of LEPstudents tended to

exhibit more active coordi tion with Ws. SEAs without active

coordination with IREirperceived that their programs would be stronger

if they had better coordination with those institutions.

Steps the Federal Government' Can .Take To Improve SEA Operations Under
Title VII

Examined at the broadest level,.Title VII support to SEAs is likely

to be most effective in states that have-made the greatest state-level

commitment to the education of LEP students. In these states, the SEA's

efforts in. coordinating technical assistance are likely (a) to build V

upon the SEA's stature as an advocate for the education of LEP students

and (b) to draw upon the technical assistance capacities of the SEA.

At present the Title VII grant program to SEAs makes no distinction

.
between states that' have exhibited such commitment and those that have

notL1 Because any such distinction would require legislative change, we

realize it would require considerable review and debate. Nevertheless,

° if the option'is judged to have merit!-possible criteria for. the assess-

ment of state commitment in this arch could include the following:
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Existence and enforcement of state law requiring. 'special

educational services for LEP students;

Special state funding for services to LEP students; and

Requirement that teachers of.LEP students be specially certified

(or endorsed).

As an incentive to states exhibiting commitment-.in one or more of

these areas, the SEA grant authority under Title VII could be amended to

permit qualifying SEAs to carry out. additional activities, such as the

three listed earlier in this siction administration of state

provisions for LEP students, provition-of ~assistance to IHE bilingual

programs, and Title VII monitoring and enforcement).

,% One member of the study team. believes that SEAs need a threshold

level of funding to enable ,them to carry out basic activities that would

benefit. LEP students in their states. OneAeeason is that SEAs receiving

very small grants have some of the same administrative tasks as do SEAs
...-,

with large grants;these include..proposal .writing, grant netotiating,

perhaps some out -of -state travel, conferring, delegating, and coor-

dinating activities. A second reason is that in SEA! receiving very

tf

small grants, the major: area of r spoieibility \!or the "bilingual

education" office often lies outside Title VII-related affairs, and

perhaps outside LEP student concerns. When the Title VII grant is not

sufficient. to fund one FTE, and when .few or no state funds are provided

for SEA activities in bilingual education, the people 'responsible for

the Title VII grant to the SEA may be ptimOrily concerned . with foreign

language studies-, multicultural education, migrant education; vocat oval

education, or equity education. In 'the view of this researcher, the

federal government wishes 'to guarantee that its interests. are

represented in seef4.that LEP litSents. are afforded equal education
ft

opportunities, it must provide sufficient money toXimmi an overseer.

6
;%
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Another type of'step that could be taken.at the federal level-wmild

be to make certajn.marginal improvements^in. the Title VAI network of

technical assistance providers. In this report we have described the

problets reported JYy.SEAs and Ws in the new contractual.struCt* for

the. BMOCs. Respondents from virtually all SEAS and LEAs expressed

concerim over the rigidity of the new structure. OBEMLA should.take a

careful look at: that system and determine whether. greater flexibility

could be reintroduced to permit the BEMSCs to respond to unanticipated,

state and local needs.,

If OBEMLA wishes to Minimize administrative burden imposed by the

'Title VII SEA grant programi.. it could. consider A simplification of

current grant application procedures for SEAS. At present, SEA

applications are Wed against qualitative criteria, thereby requiring

SEAS to prepare linithy descriptions and justifications for their

proposed activities. Granti are awarded, however, on a formull basis to

all SEA applicants submitting applications and achieving a minimum score

of 50. OBEMLA could' consider dropping the qualitative rating of SEA

applications and requiring. only a, brief program narrative from

applicants. Alternatively, it could rely more heavily on the ratings 'to

t.

determine grant amounts.
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APPENDIX A

Listing of SEA, Funded and Years of Grant.
Award Approval Received, 1983

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Condecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
-Illiois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Main,
Maryland'
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nevadp
New Arsey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvanili
Rhode Islani
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
.Utah

Vermont
Virginia
Washington.
Wisconsin
Wyoming,,,

Puerto Rico

One year
3rd year

10 2nd year

3rd year
3rd year
3rd year
One year
2nd year
One ydlr
One year
One year
One year
One year
One year
3rd year
2nd year
3rd year
2nd year
lst year
One year
3rd year
One year
2nd year
lst year
lst year
One year
One year
1st yeat

One year
lst year
1st year
One year
2nd year

One year
1st year
One year
One year
,Oue year
lst year

One year
3rd year

Trust Territories 2nd year

69

grant
of 3 -year grant

of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3 -year-grant
grant
of 3-year grant
grant
grant

grant
grant

grant
grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year gradt
grant

of 3-year giant
grant
of 2-year grant
of 3-year grant
of 3year grant
grant
grant
of 2-year grant

grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
grant
of 3-year grant
grant
of 2-year grant
grant
grant
grant
of 3-"year grant

grant
of 3-year grant
of 3-year grant
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APPENDIX. B

Key Features of State Bilingual Education Legislation.
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